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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 
 1892-The Reds train derails eight miles east of Grafton, West Virginia, causing a postponement of the Reds-Louisville game. 

Despite the wild rumors of casualties, the only injury was a gash over the right eye of second baseman, Bid McPhee 

MLB.COM 
 

Lorenzen dominates in 1st start since '15 in win 

Peraza hits early 2-run HR as right-hander allows 1 hit 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

12:27 AM EDT 

 

MILWAUKEE -- This season, Reds pitcher Michael Lorenzen has worked in short relief, long relief, has been a pinch-hitter 

extraordinaire, a pinch-runner and even played in right field for one inning. But the role he really longed for, and didn't get to do in 

2018, was that of starting pitcher. 

 

Lorenzen finally got his chance on Tuesday vs. the Brewers and didn't squander the opportunity with four well-pitched innings 

during Cincinnati's 3-1 win at Miller Park. Making a start for the first time since his 2015 rookie season, he allowed one unearned 

run with one hit, one walk, three strikeouts and hit a batter while throwing 52 pitches. After the game, he maintained his desire to 

start -- full time -- but also continue to be versatile and perhaps become a National League version of Angels two-way star Shohei 

Ohtani. 

 

"It's something I would love to do," Lorenzen said. "For me, I feel it opens a lot of doors for me, as well, especially using me 

however you need for the next four days after a start. You can use me however you want to and get creative that way. I don't want to 

use it as an excuse, but it my second year full-time pitching [in 2015] was in the big leagues. I don't think that door should be shut 

quite yet." 

 

Interim manager Jim Riggleman set a limit of 50-60 pitches before the outing, and Lorenzen certainly made a compelling case to get 

another inning having retired the final seven Brewers he faced. On the top step of the dugout after the fourth inning, Lorenzen spent 

a few moments lobbying Riggleman to let him have one more frame. 

 

"He really did a good job. He had a lot of bullets left, too," Riggleman said. "That was nice how fresh he felt when he came out. We 

were going to limit him to 50 or 60, but we really didn't want him to get up and down enough times to go back out for the fifth." 

 

After an unearned run scored on a Jonathan Schoop single in the second inning, five of the final seven outs Lorenzen recorded came 

on routine ground balls. According to Statcast™, the contact against the right-hander was mostly weak. The Brewers' average exit 

velocity against him was 78.9 mph and it topped out at 99.5 mph. 

 

"When Jim told me my pitch count yesterday, I told him like, 'Man, everything I throw has to be over the plate tomorrow if I'm 

going to do anything.'" Lorenzen said. "That was kind of my approach, just early in the count, make sure I'm attacking and know 

which guys like to expand the zone and try to take advantage of it." 

 

After Lorenzen exited, Sal Romano followed with 2 1/3 scoreless innings to get the win. Amir Garrett, David Hernandez and Raisel 

Iglesias then combined for 2 2/3 hitless innings. 

 

The scheduled starting pitcher usually takes the later bus to the ballpark on game day. But on Tuesday, Lorenzen arrived on the first 

bus and stuck to the routine he usually has as a reliever. He stretched with the other relievers and played catch with Hernandez. 

 

Lorenzen even dispensed with the starting-pitcher pattern of playing catch in the outfield before warming up in the bullpen prior to 

the national anthem. The confidence to make such a decision came from his meticulous journal keeping that tells him how his body 

felt when he warmed up as a reliever vs. how he did it as a starter. 

 



"For me, it just works. It's unique for sure," Lorenzen said. "I don't know of anyone else who does it. But what's helped me is with 

all of this change in baseball, it's shown that we don't have it figured out. I don't need to all of a sudden become this ideal starting 

pitcher and do this routine that all the starting pitchers do, because it's shown we don't have it all figured out. 

 

"I want to do what I know makes me feel good. If that makes me successful, that's fine. It's given me confidence to do that without 

looking over my shoulder." 

 

As a rookie, Lorenzen was 4-9 with a 5.45 ERA in 21 starts. He didn't become a professional starting pitcher until 2014 in the 

Minors. In the three years since while working out of the bullpen, he has continued to evolve as a pitcher. 

 

"Trying to learn on the fly," Lorenzen said. "Just experience and knowing that I'm going to put the work in, I just trust the fact that 

I'm going to grow. I got my teeth kicked in a lot [as a starter], but just being able to look at that as opportunities to better myself as a 

pitcher, I've allowed that to happen. I'm not anywhere near where I want to be." 

 

The Reds have another opening in the rotation for Sunday at Miami, and all signs are pointing to Lorenzen getting another crack. 

 

"I hope they give me another shot, for sure," Lorenzen said. "I'll definitely talk to Jim about it. I know I feel good." 

 

MOMENT THAT MATTERED 

The Reds gave Lorenzen a quick lead in the top of the first inning when Scott Schebler opened with a single on the first pitch of the 

game and the next batter, Jose Peraza, hit a 3-1 fastball from Chase Anderson for a two-run home run to left-center field. It extended 

Peraza's career high to 13 home runs. He has eight in his last 42 games after five over his first 106. 

 

"I tried to put my best swing on the ball," Peraza said. "I am using my legs more, and I've been working on it with [hitting coaches] 

Tony [Jaramillo] and Don Long." 

 

YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 

Billy Hamilton got the night off, but Mason Williams made a tremendous defensive play in his place in center field. In the sixth 

inning with one out, Curtis Granderson lifted a long fly ball to the deepest part of the ballpark. Williams tracked the ball perfectly 

and made a nice running over-the-shoulder catch before hitting the wall. According to Statcast™, Williams ran an even 100 feet to 

make the play. 

 

HE SAID IT 

"I had a great time out there. I know Jim wanted me to be able to go out there some more. Due to circumstances and stuff, he had to 

take me out, which is totally fine. We got the 'W' and that's all that matters." -- Lorenzen 

 

UP NEXT 

Cincinnati's three-game series concludes at 7:40 p.m. ET on Wednesday at Miller Park with Matt Harvey pitching for the Reds 

against Milwaukee lefty Gio Gonzalez. In his last seven starts for Cincinnati, Harvey is 2-1 with a 2.88 ERA, but he hasn't fared 

well this season against the Brewers, registering a 5.52 ERA in three starts. 

 

 

Senzel to learn OF during instructional league 

Bailey likely done pitching this season; Mahle won't start Saturday 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Sep. 18th, 2018 

 

MILWAUKEE -- Last weekend against the Cubs, the Reds saw former National League Most Valuable Player Award-winner Kris 

Bryant start in both left and right field. He's also played a few games this season at first base, although his main position is third 

base. 

 

Cincinnati's front office envisions similar versatility for its No. 1 prospect, according to MLB Pipeline: Nick Senzel. The former 

third baseman, who played second base for Triple-A Louisville this season and shortstop in big league Spring Training, is in 

Arizona this week to learn the outfield during instructional league. Senzel, 23, will play games in left field when the schedule opens 

on Oct. 1. 

 

"When you have a guy who can hit and is a really good athlete and play the infield, it's not a huge hurdle to think he can go to the 

outfield," Reds president of baseball operations Dick Williams said on Tuesday. "Whether or not it becomes a primary position for 

Nick would be [determined] further down the road." 

 



Senzel, who is ranked as the No. 4 prospect in all of baseball by MLB Pipeline, was the No. 2 overall selection in the 2016 Draft. 

There were hopes he'd reach the big leagues in 2018, but his season was cut short by season-ending surgery on his right index 

finger. Senzel also missed nearly a month in May due to a bout with vertigo. 

 

"We definitely wanted him to get some playing time on the heels of this abbreviated season because of the injuries," Williams said. 

"We had talked to him about extending his season and getting back out there and getting at-bats. In the course of discussing that, we 

asked him to come prepared to show what he can do in the outfield. We're going to have some instructors out there specifically 

working with him on that. This guy has shown us enough to know that we have what we believe will be an elite hitter at second base 

and third base and a guy who has shown he can play shortstop. At this point, we want to see what else he can do. 

 

"He's a guy that has risen to the challenges put in front of him in the past. He is eager to tackle this one, as well. It's important to 

develop players that have positional flexibility. Nick is the kind of athlete we think is very well suited to at least familiarize himself 

with the different positions to see what the opportunities will be at the big league level." 

 

Senzel will first get acquainted with left field because the club feels that is the most difficult of the three outfield spots. 

 

"If he gets good reads there, it's a good indicator that he would be able to play right field," Williams said. "We'd then see if the 

athleticism carries him to center field." 

 

The Reds' outfield situation could be in flux before 2019. Corner outfielder Jesse Winker is coming off right shoulder surgery, while 

center fielder Billy Hamilton will be a year away from free agency and a potential trade candidate. Right fielder Scott Schebler 

twice missed time on the disabled list this season, and Phillip Ervin has been establishing himself in left field lately. 

 

"Anything that gives us the ability to field a competitive team and have more options is something we want to pursue," Williams 

said. 

 

Bailey likely done in 2018 

The Reds have an open spot in the rotation again for Sunday vs. the Marlins, and interim manager Jim Riggleman said the turn 

would either go to Tuesday's starter, Michael Lorenzen, or someone currently in the bullpen. 

 

One healthy starting pitcher who won't get the assignment is Homer Bailey, whom it appears is done pitching this season. 

 

"As far as starting, yeah," Riggleman said. "Homer has indicated that he can't relieve. Hard to think of something else to use him 

with." 

 

When Bailey was dropped from the rotation in favor of Tyler Mahle earlier in September, Riggleman noted at the time that the 

veteran would be the next man up if there was a starting need. 

 

"When we took Homer out of the rotation," Riggleman said. "That was the plan. Since that time, we've just decided to go otherwise. 

We changed our direction." 

 

Bailey is making $21 million this season and has one year and $28 million left on his six-year contract with a mutual option for 

2020. 

 

Mahle, who has been working his way through right shoulder fatigue, is also not a candidate to start at Miami. 

 

"Mahle definitely won't pitch Sunday because we haven't done enough with him to get him ready for Sunday," Riggleman said. 

 

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
 

Michael Lorenzen solid in 1st start since 2015 as Cincinnati Reds beat Milwaukee Brewers 

Bobby Nightengale, Cincinnati Enquirer  

Published 10:37 p.m. ET Sept. 18, 2018 | Updated 12:58 a.m. ET Sept. 19, 2018 

 

MILWAUKEE – Pitching out of the bullpen for the last three seasons, Michael Lorenzen always wanted another opportunity as a 

starter. 

 

He tried to earn starting jobs in Spring Training. He walked into the manager’s office several times to reiterate that he still wanted to 

start. 

 



That opportunity finally arrived Tuesday against the Milwaukee Brewers with one catch: he was going to be limited to 50-60 

pitches. 

 

No problem. 

 

Lorenzen allowed one hit and one unearned run in four innings before hitting his pitch count. It was enough to lead the Reds to a 3-1 

victory at Miller Park in front of 30,366 fans.  

 

"When Jim (Riggleman) told me my pitch count yesterday,” Lorenzen said, "I told him like, ‘Man, everything I throw has to be over 

the plate tomorrow if I’m going to do anything.’ That was kind of my approach." 

 

Facing a team pushing for a playoff spot, Lorenzen was efficient. He retired the final seven batters he faced. He only reached a pair 

of three-ball counts, throwing 36 of his 52 pitches for strikes. 

 

He didn't change his routine for his first start since 2015, surprising teammates by riding the first bus and playing catch with 

relievers.  

 

"In the bullpen, you play catch at 3:30, you know how you feel," Lorenzen said. "So you already have an idea in your mind and can 

prepare that way. Today I just did my routine today as if I was going to pitch out of the bullpen. I went straight to the mound. I 

didn’t play catch in the outfield. I just threw straight off the mound as I would out of the bullpen. For me, it just works."  

 

The Reds gave Lorenzen some early run support. Scott Schebler singled on the first pitch of the night and José Peraza followed with 

a two-run homer against Brewers righty Chase Anderson. 

 

In the bottom of the fourth inning, Schebler hit an RBI double to score Brandon Dixon. The first three hitters in the Reds’ lineup – 

Schebler, Peraza and Joey Votto – combined for seven hits, two runs and three RBI. 

 

That was enough to help Lorenzen, who received a no-decision because he didn’t pitch the required five innings for a starter. 

 

As expected, he would like to continue starting in the future.  

 

"I feel it opens a lot of doors for me as well especially using me however you need for the next four days after a start," Lorenzen 

said. "You can use me however you want to and get creative that way." 

 

Lorenzen had a 5.45 ERA across 21 starts in his rookie season, his second year of full-time pitching after he was the 38th pick in 

2013 MLB Draft.  

 

"Knowing that I’m going to put the work in, I just trust the fact that I’m going to grow," he said. "I got my teeth kicked in a lot, but 

just being able to look at that as opportunities to better myself as a pitcher, I’ve allowed that to happen. I’m not anywhere near 

where I want to be." 

 

The Brewers scored their only run against Lorenzen in the second inning. Travis Shaw, the 6-foot-4, 230-pound second baseman, 

was hit by a pitch on his right knee. He decided to stay in the game, briefly, after spending a couple of minutes with trainers. 

 

After Shaw advanced to second on a groundout, shortstop Jonathan Schoop lined a two-out, two-strike single into right field. Shaw 

began to stop at third base until Schebler bobbled the ball in right field. Shaw sprinted to the plate and beat Schebler’s throw, which 

was a little off target. 

 

Shaw exited the game an inning later with a right knee contusion. 

 

After the run scored, Lorenzen didn’t allow another hitter to reach base. He threw 11 pitches in a 1-2-3 third inning and nine pitches 

in a scoreless fourth. 

 

Riggleman gave Lorenzen a handshake at the top of the dugout stairs following the fourth inning. Lorenzen tried to lobby for 

another inning before Riggleman gave him a pat on the back.  

 

"He really did a good job," Riggleman said. "He had a lot of bullets left, too. That was nice how fresh he felt when he came out. We 

were going to limit him to 50 or 60, but we really didn't want him to get up and down enough times to go back out for the fifth." 

 

Sal Romano, making his 11th relief appearance after spending most of the season in the starting rotation, pitched 2 1/3 scoreless 

innings after Lorenzen. Amir Garrett, David Hernandez and Raisel Iglesias completed the final three innings.  

 



The Reds, who have scored three-or-fewer runs in seven consecutive games, own a 6-12 record against the Brewers this season. 

 

 

Left-handed hitters continue to crush Cincinnati Reds pitchers 

Bobby Nightengale, Cincinnati Enquirer  

Published 7:42 p.m. ET Sept. 18, 2018 | Updated 7:49 p.m. ET Sept. 18, 2018 

 

MILWAUKEE – When Reds manager Jim Riggleman was asked about Milwaukee Brewers outfielder Christian Yelich’s success 

against his team this season, Riggleman responded that left-handed hitters have given Reds pitchers problems. 

 

Yelich has certainly done his part, hitting for the cycle twice and putting up video game-like numbers throughout the year.   

 

But there was a lot of truth in the Reds’ troubles against left-handed hitters. Against lefties, Reds pitchers rank last in the Majors in 

batting average (.283), on-base plus slugging percentage (.870) and home runs (125). 

 

The bottom four teams against left-handed hitters, based on their on-base plus slugging percentage, are all sitting in last place in 

their division: The Reds, Baltimore Orioles, San Diego Padres and Miami Marlins. 

 

“A lot of our pitchers have been hurt by these Cub, Brewers, Pittsburgh lineups in our division,” Riggleman said. “Until we figure 

out how to get these left-handers out, we're not going to rise in the division.” 

 

The National League Central is filled with some of the top-hitting lefties in the league, including Yelich, Matt Carpenter (St. Louis 

Cardinals) and Anthony Rizzo (Chicago Cubs). Pittsburgh Pirates outfielder Corey Dickerson hit five of his 11 homers this season 

against the Reds. 

 

Against the Brewers on Monday, Reds starter Anthony DeSclafani allowed a pinch-hit, solo home run to Domingo Santana. Left-

handed hitters Curtis Granderson and Yelich followed with a single and home run. 

 

“It’s pitchers and the pitching coaches’ department, but for me, I can’t ignore it and I have to manage the game accordingly,” 

Riggleman said. “It’s like last night, it’s 1-0 and Santana hits a home run so it’s 2-0. Should have I had a left-hander warm up to 

face Granderson and Yelich? In hindsight, yeah, I should have.” 

 

The Reds, who entered Tuesday with a 24-47 record against teams in their own division, were at their best offensively when their 

left-handed hitters were all doing well in the middle of the summer. 

 

How can the Reds pitchers fix their problems against lefties? 

 

“It’s the type of thing you don’t want to have them overthinking it,” Riggleman said. “You don’t want to put in their heads in April 

and May. But it’s September and it’s like, ‘We can’t allow this. We have to go into ’19 figuring a way to minimize some of that 

damage.’ ” 

 

Whether it’s struggling against left-handed hitters or more trouble when pitchers work through the lineup for the second or third 

time, it’s all adding up to quicker hooks from managers. 

 

Riggleman said he feels like he’s taking starting pitchers out of games quicker than any point in his life. 

 

“That may be where the game's going,” Riggleman said. “That's the thing about it. Maybe people are going to start saying, ‘Give me 

four innings, tops from the starter and give me two or three Michael Lorenzens and (Brewers reliever Josh) Haders who can come in 

and give you two in the middle and then you get to your setup man and closer because we get burned a lot.’ For me, we're really in a 

transition period. 

 

"To me, it's not – I really want to try to make this clear – it's not the deficiency of the pitchers, it's that hitters that have made 

unbelievable strides. I think Anthony really threw the ball good yesterday. He was impressive. But they got him." 

 

 

Cincinnati Reds notes: Michael Lorenzen likely to start again, Homer Bailey done for season 

Bobby Nightengale, Cincinnati Enquirer  

Published 7:11 p.m. ET Sept. 18, 2018 | Updated 7:45 p.m. ET Sept. 18, 2018 

 

MILWAUKEE – Michael Lorenzen made his first start since 2015 against the Milwaukee Brewers on Tuesday and he will likely 

make another start when his spot in the rotation comes back up Sunday in Miami. 

 



Riggleman said if it wasn’t Lorenzen starting Sunday, it would be another pitcher from the bullpen. 

 

It will not be Homer Bailey, who was removed from the starting rotation earlier this month. Riggleman said Bailey won’t make 

another start this year. 

 

Does that mean Bailey is done for the season? 

 

"Homer has indicated that he can’t relieve," Reds manager Jim Riggleman said. "Hard to think of something else to use him with." 

 

When Bailey was originally taken out of the rotation, Riggleman mentioned the possibility of Bailey returning to start if he needed 

to fill in for an injured pitcher. 

 

"When we took Homer out of the rotation, that was the plan," Riggleman said. "Since that time, we’ve just decided to go otherwise. 

We changed our direction." 

 

Tyler Mahle is unavailable for the remainder of the road trip because of shoulder fatigue, though it’s possible he could pitch in the 

final week of the season if trainers determine he’s ready to pitch in a game. 

 

“It becomes a matter of do we want to see (Mahle) on the mound again before the offseason?” Riggleman said. “Or do we just want 

to leave it alone and have him go into the offseason having done something simulated on the field during the week as opposed to a 

game situation. I will let the trainers decide that.” 

 

PERALTA SEARCHING FOR CONSISTENCY: During the 2017 season, Reds left-hander Wandy Peralta was one of the most 

reliable arms in the bullpen. 

 

This year has been filled with inconsistency. Entering Tuesday, Peralta had faced 12 batters across his last four appearances and 

surrendered five hits and one walk. 

 

He gave up a pair of doubles to the three batters he faced in Monday’s game against the Brewers. In 56 appearances, Peralta owns a 

5.02 ERA this season. 

 

“There’s a lot of things I really admire about Wandy, his durability, he’s got a loose arm, he’s always ready to go, he’s firing and 

the velocity is good,” Riggleman said. “But the results haven’t been good.” 

 

After struggling with walks at the start of the season, Peralta was sent to the minor leagues in June to fix his mechanics. When he 

returned at the end of July, he had some success. He was limiting walks and stranding inherited runners on base. 

 

But he's hit another rough patch in the final weeks of the season. Six of his last 10 inherited runners have scored. 

 

"I don’t try to trick anybody and let anybody know, ‘Well, here’s his problem. I know he’s getting his slider here, his changeup 

here,' " Riggleman said. “I don’t know. I just know that (Mike) Moustakas hit a double last night, the first hitter he saw. 

 

"It’s oversimplification but when you bring a reliever in, you’re bringing him in to get this hitter. I don’t know what’s going to 

happen after this, but let’s get this hitter. When it’s a lefty on lefty, you need to get that out." 

 

SUÁREZ SITS: Reds third baseman Eugenio Suárez was out of Tuesday’s lineup, which Riggleman anticipated as his last off day 

of the season. 

 

“He’s played a lot of baseball,” the manager said. “Him and (shortstop José) Peraza have probably been out there more consistently 

than anybody we have. Just give him a break.” 

 

THE ATHLETIC 
 

Why Tuesday’s Reds win could be a glimpse into the future 

By C. Trent Rosecrans Sep 19, 2018     

 

MILWAUKEE – Tuesday night’s start for Michael Lorenzen was planned as a truncated outing, but even before he went four 

innings in the Reds’ 3-1 victory over the Brewers, interim manager Jim Riggleman saw this as perhaps a glimpse into the future of 

the game. 

 



Sitting in his office for his pregame media session, Riggleman second-guessed himself from the night before when Anthony 

DeSclafani allowed one run in his first four innings before giving up three more in the fifth inning once the Brewers lineup faced 

him a third time. 

 

“It’s 1-0 and (pinch-hitter Domingo) Santana hits a home run and it’s 2-0,” Riggleman recalled. “Should I have had a left-hander 

warming up to face (Curtis) Granderson and (Christian) Yelich? In hindsight, yeah, I should have.” 

 

That wasn’t why Riggleman lifted Lorenzen after the right-hander allowed just one unearned run on a hit and a walk in his four 

innings. That was because Lorenzen hadn’t thrown more than 40 pitches in a game since Aug. 13, when he tossed 65 in 4 1/3 

against the Indians. Lorenzen, who has been steadfast in his desire to start ever since he went to the bullpen, was starting in the 

place of Tyler Mahle (shoulder fatigue) and on a pitch count of 50-60, Riggleman said. 

 

Lorenzen threw 52 pitches before being replaced by Sal Romano to start the fifth. 

 

Riggleman is the Reds’ interim manager, so he’s not planning anything for the Reds for next season at this point. But the way the 

veteran manager sees it, games like Tuesday’s (or Monday’s, when Milwaukee’s Wade Miley left after five innings despite 

throwing just 83 pitches in a 1-0 game) could be the way of the future. 

 

“I feel like I’m taking pitchers out quicker than I ever have in my life and if I take (DeSclafani) out (in the fifth) … that may be 

where the game’s going,” Riggleman said before the game. “That’s the thing about it. Maybe people are going to start saying, ‘give 

me four innings tops from the starter and give me two or three Michael Lorenzen and (Josh) Haders who can come in and give you 

two in the middle and then you get to your setup man and closer because we get burned a lot. For me, we’re really in a transition 

period.” 

 

Lorenzen lobbied his manager as he came out after a 1-2-3 fourth. Riggleman instead managed the game Tuesday like he said he 

should have on Monday. 

 

Lorenzen allowed just one unearned run before Romano came in. Romano pitched two scoreless and struck out the first batter he 

saw in the seventh before giving up a single to Jesús Aguilar. Riggleman immediately went to left-hander Amir Garrett to face the 

left-handed-hitting Mike Moustakas, up representing the tying run as the Reds held a 3-1 lead. 

 

Garrett immediately got Moustakas to ground into an inning-ending double play. David Hernandez followed with a scoreless inning 

to turn the game over to closer Raisel Iglesias, who walked the first batter he faced before striking out the next three for the victory. 

 

Lorenzen wanted to go out for more, asked to go out for more and felt he could have gone out for more. But after Riggleman – who 

said he thought there was plenty more in the tank – said he wasn’t, the pitcher moved on. 

 

“I said, ‘I trust your decision and let’s get the ‘W,'” Lorenzen recalled afterward. 

 

Lorenzen will get another start Sunday in Miami, something he’s looking forward to doing. He’s never been shy about his desire to 

continue as a starter, in part because it’s possible he could then take advantage of his hitting ability on the four days he’s not starting 

– be something like the American Shohei Ohtani. 

 

“You can use me however you want to and get creative that way,” he said. “I don’t want to use it as an excuse, but my second-year 

full-time pitching was in the big leagues. I don’t think that door should be shut quite yet. I work extremely hard to get better and 

take care of my body to maintain a pitch count throughout a game and maintain my velocity throughout a season, no matter how 

many innings you have me throw. I think that might be a question. I think throwing 80 innings last year and how many innings I’ve 

thrown from the ‘pen this year is extremely difficult on the arm as well. And I’m holding up pretty fine.”  

 

He also didn’t have to face the Brewers lineup a third time. Coming into Tuesday’s game, batters were hitting .246/.325/.339 against 

Lorenzen the first time they saw him and .308/.379/.654 the second time (in only 29 plate appearances). 

 

Reds starters this season have a .749 OPS against them the first time through an order, .814 the second, .915 the third and 1.095 the 

fourth. 

 

Riggleman has had a quicker hook than his predecessor, leading to some grumbling from his pitchers. 

 

“Our starters are really irritated with coming out of the games,” he said. “It’s like when I managed – I won’t name the name – but I 

managed a utility player and we had this guy and he’d been a regular. We acquired him to be a utility guy and he’d been a pain in 

the ass all year long, he fancied himself a regular but he was no longer a regular. The next year he was fine. 

 



“During that transition year, and I think we’re seeing a little bit of that with starters, it’s not the norm, it’s not what they’re used to 

coming out of the game in the fourth or fifth inning. They’re insulted, they’re pissed off, they’re competitive. But by next year, it 

might be, you see what Oakland’s doing, you see what (Brewers manager Craig) Counsell did yesterday – (Miley) has a 2.02 ERA 

and in five innings he’s getting pinch-hit for. Would you call that a quick hook? They won the game. That’s how they won the 

game. They got Hader in, heaven forbid they need (Jeremy) Jeffress, add him fresh. The point is to win the game, it’s not for the 

starter to win the game, it’s to win the game.” 

 

Lorenzen didn’t get the win on Tuesday, not having pitched the requisite five innings, but the Reds did and that’s the point. 

 

ASSOCIATED PRESS 
 

Brewers still struggling to score, fall to Reds 3-1 

 By JIM HOEHN 

 Today 

 

MILWAUKEE (AP) — The Milwaukee Brewers’ inconsistent offense couldn’t offset Chase Anderson’s continuing home run 

struggles. 

 

Jose Peraza hit a two-run homer off Anderson in the first inning and the Cincinnati Reds beat Milwaukee 3-1 Tuesday night, the 

Brewers’ third loss in four games. 

 

“The first pitch is just kind of a blooper into center field and then he fell behind Peraza,” Brewers manager Craig Counsell said. 

“But after six pitches, we’re down 2-0.” 

 

The Brewers’ edge for the top NL wild-card spot was cut to two games by St. Louis, with Colorado also in close contention. 

Milwaukee fell 3 ½ games behind the NL Central-leading Chicago Cubs. 

 

Milwaukee managed only three hits against five Cincinnati pitchers. It was the third low-scoring loss for the Brewers in four games 

— they fell to Pittsburgh 3-1 on Saturday and 3-2 on Sunday. 

 

“We’re going to have to do a little better than that, for sure,” Counsell said. “More pressure has to be put on the other team. There 

was nothing really happening tonight. I don’t know if we had a significant rally really all night.” 

 

Scott Schebler opened the first with a single to left off Anderson, who has allowed an NL-high 30 home runs. Peraza then connected 

for his 13th homer. 

 

The Brewers made it 2-1 with an unearned run in the second, but the Reds made it 3-1 in the fourth on Schebler’s RBI double. 

 

Michael Lorenzen, making his first start since 2015 after 151 relief appearances, allowed one unearned run on one hit in four 

innings. Sal Romano (8-11) followed with 2 1/3 scoreless innings for the victory. 

 

Raisel Iglesias struck out three in the ninth after a leadoff walk for his 28th save. 

 

“I’ve been saying, ‘Give me a chance, give me a chance.’ They gave me a chance against a good lineup, so I was excited about 

that,” said Lorenzen, who has indicated he would like to be a starter. “It was like, ‘Man, you better step up.’” 

 

Anderson (9-8) gave up three runs on six hits with two walks in 3 2/3 innings, matching his shortest start of the season. Six relievers 

blanked the Reds the rest of the way. 

 

“I was just kind of inconsistent where I could throw the ball tonight,” Anderson said. “One inning I felt I could make a pitch, the 

next inning I couldn’t. So, it’s just kind of the inconsistency I’ve been battling, I would say, pretty much this whole season.” 

 

In the Milwaukee second, Travis Shaw was hit by a pitch and advanced on a groundout. Shaw came around when Schebler bobbled 

Jonathan Schoop’s single to right. 

 

Reds center fielder Mason Williams made a sensational, over-the-shoulder basket catch on Curtis Granderson’s one-out drive to the 

warning track in the sixth. It prevented a possible run as Christian Yelich followed with a single. 

 

“A couple people on the bench thought that ball was gone,” manager Jim Riggleman said. “I didn’t think it was going to go as far as 

it did. Mase did a great job on it. That one was close. We’re trying to keep it in the ballpark as much as we can. We did a good job 

of that tonight.” 



 

TRAINER’S ROOM 

 

Reds: RHP Homer Bailey probably will not pitch again this season, Riggleman said. Bailey (1-14, 6.09 ERA) was removed from 

the rotation after his last start Sept. 5, and has indicated he can’t relieve. ... RHP Tyler Mahle, bothered by right shoulder fatigue, is 

not ready to start Sunday, Riggleman said. 

 

Brewers: Shaw was hit on the left knee by a pitch to open the second and was down for several minutes in the batter’s box. After 

being examined by the trainer, Shaw remained in the game. He came around to score the Brewers’ first run, but left in the fourth 

inning with a right knee contusion. “They did X-rays, nothing there, just a contusion,” Counsell said. “But, it stiffened up and he 

wasn’t able to move around.” ... CF Lorenzo Cain left was removed after striking out in the fourth. “He took a swing a couple days 

ago that just kind of intercostal, it’s just been bugging him a little bit,” Counsell said. “I just thought he took some swing tonight in 

the second at-bat that just didn’t look good, and so we took him out of the game. We’ll see how we’re looking tomorrow.” 

 

UP NEXT 

 

Reds: RHP Matt Harvey (7-8, 4.67 ERA), whom the Brewers had tried to acquire in August, starts the series finale on Wednesday 

night. Harvey, obtained in May from the Mets, is 2-1 with a 2.88 ERA in his last seven starts. His 26 starts are his most since 2015. 

 

Brewers: LHP Gio Gonzalez (8-11, 4.44 ERA) celebrates his 33rd birthday Wednesday with his third start for Milwaukee since 

being acquired from Washington on Aug. 31. Gonzalez is 1-0 with the Brewers, allowing three earned runs in 10 1/3 innings after 

going 7-11 with the Nationals. 

 

Transactions 
 

09/18/18  

Los Angeles Angels transferred RHP Nick Tropeano from the 10-day disabled list to the 60-day disabled list. Right shoulder 

inflammation. 

Los Angeles Angels selected the contract of 2B Sherman Johnson from Salt Lake Bees. 

Philadelphia Phillies activated LHP Aaron Loup from the 10-day disabled list. 

New York Yankees selected the contract of LHP Justus Sheffield from Scranton/Wilkes-Barre RailRiders. 

New York Yankees transferred LF Clint Frazier from the 7-day disabled list to the 60-day disabled list. Concussion 

New York Yankees recalled RHP Domingo German from Scranton/Wilkes-Barre RailRiders. 

Los Angeles Angels activated LHP Tyler Skaggs from the 10-day disabled list. 

Pittsburgh Pirates placed RF Gregory Polanco on the 10-day disabled list retroactive to September 15, 2018. Dislocated left 

shoulder and bone bruise on left knee. 

  

 


